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Token: A Journal of English Linguistics is an open-access journal which focuses on English linguistics
in a broad sense: it accepts both diachronic and synchronic work, grammatical as well as lexical studies.
Token publishes original research papers, and favors empirical, corpus-based research.
The journal is listed in EBSCO (Academic Search Ultimate), the
European Reference Index for the Humanities and the Social
Sciences (ERIH PLUS), the Directory of Open Access Journals
(DOAJ), and the MLA Directory of Periodicals. Moreover, it
has been accepted for inclusion in SCOPUS: the review by the
Scopus Content Selection & Advisory Board is now complete
and Token has received the following evaluative comments:
“The journal consistently includes articles that are scientifically
sound and relevant to an international academic or professional
audience in this field.”
“The articles are consistently of high academic quality, consistent
with the journal’s stated aims.”

Finally, Token has been placed in the top rank of A-class
scientific journals by the Italian Ministerial Agency for the
Assessment of Research and University Teaching and
Management (ANVUR) and it is included in the Norwegian
Register for Scientific Journals, Series and Publishers.
Jan Kochanowski University Press publishes Token once
annually, and all submissions are double-blind peerreviewed.
Publication of a new volume is planned for the fall every year, so the due date for individual
submissions is 1 March. Contributors wishing to offer special issues or special sections within issues
should contact the Editors by 15 January outlining the topic(s) they wish to address and providing a
preliminary table of contents (with the names and affiliations of the prospective contributors).
Submissions should be prepared according to the style sheet and article template available at
token.ujk.edu.pl/submit and sent to token.journal@gmail.com as Word documents. The attachment
should not contain the author’s name and affiliation but should be accompanied by an email including
such personal information.

The full text of the articles published in earlier issues can be accessed at
token.ujk.edu.pl/volumes.
For more information, visit the journal’s webpage at token.ujk.edu.pl.

